2020 AKC Rally® National Championship  
December 11, 2020 ~ Orlando, Florida

Judging Program

All walkthroughs in ALL Classes will be 10 minutes!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novice Class</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Class</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Class</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Championship Class</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 411 Entries

Judges may take up to 1-hour break for lunch at their discretion.

The Championship Class has 113 entries and is divided into Four Groups:
  - Group 1: #801-827; Group 2: #828-857; Group 3: 858-885; Group 4: 886-913

The Master Class has 22 entries One Group:
  - Group 1: #701-722

The Excellent Class has 61 entries divided into Two Groups:
  - Group 1: #601-631; Group 2: #632-661

The Advanced Class has 57 entries divided into Two Groups:
  - Group 1: #501-528; Group 2: #529-557

The Intermediate Class has 75 entries divided into Three Groups:
  - Group 1: #401-429; Group 2: #430-460; Group 3: #461-475

The Novice Class has 83 entries divided into Three Groups:
  - Group 1: #301-333; Group 2: #334-367; Group 3: 368-383

Dogs will be judged in the group they did the walkthrough with; unless otherwise, due to conflict in another ring and approved by the judge.

**Ring 1 – Robert Withers – Advanced; followed by Intermediate**

**Advanced**

Group 1A – Walkthrough 8:15  #501-514
Group 1B – Walkthrough 8:25  #515-528

Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”, 12”, 16”)

Group 2A – Walkthrough 9:35  #529-543
Group 2B – Walkthrough 9:45  #544-557

Judging to follow these walkthroughs (4”, 8”, 12”, 16”, 4”, 8”)

**Intermediate**

Group 1A – Walkthrough 11:00  #401-415
Group 1B – Walkthrough 11:10  #416-429

Judging to follow these walkthroughs

Group 2A – Walkthrough 1:20  #430-444
Group 2B – Walkthrough 1:40  #445-460

Judging to follow these walkthroughs

Group 3A – Walkthrough 2:50  #461-475
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Ring 2 – Deborah Neufeld – Master; followed by Championship Master

Master
- Group 1A – Walkthrough 8:00 #701-711
- Group 1B – Walkthrough 8:10 #712-722
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”, 4”, 8”, 12”, 16”)

Championship Master
- Group 4A – Walkthrough 9:10 #886-899
- Group 4B – Walkthrough 9:20 #900-913
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”, 8”, 12”, 16”)
- Group 1A – Walkthrough 10:20 #801-813
- Group 1B – Walkthrough 10:40 #814-827
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs (8”, 12”, 16”, 8”, 12”, 16”)
- Group 2A – Walkthrough 1:00 #828-842
- Group 2B – Walkthrough 1:10 #843-857
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs (8”, 12”, 16”)
- Group 3A – Walkthrough 2:30 #858-871
- Group 3B – Walkthrough 2:40 #872-885
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs (16”, 4”, 8”)

Ring 3 – Kenneth Kincaid – Novice; followed by Excellent

Novice
- Group 1A – Walkthrough 8:15 #301-316
- Group 1B – Walkthrough 8:25 #317-333
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs
- Group 2A – Walkthrough 9:40 #334-350
- Group 2B – Walkthrough 9:50 #351-367
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs
- Group 3A – Walkthrough 11:00 #368-383
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs

Excellent
- Group 1A – Walkthrough 1:00 #601-615
- Group 1B – Walkthrough 1:10 #616-631
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”, 4”, 8”, 16”, 4”, 16”)
- Group 2A – Walkthrough 2:15 #632-646
- Group 2B – Walkthrough 2:25 #647-661
  
  Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”)
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**Ring 4 – Jamie J. Sieveking – Excellent; followed by Novice**  
**Excellent**  
Group 1A – Walkthrough 8:15  
Group 1B – Walkthrough 8:25  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*  
12”, 16”, 4”, 8”, 16”, 8”, 16”

Group 2A – Walkthrough 9:45  
Group 2B – Walkthrough 9:55  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*  
12”, 16”

**Novice**  
Group 1A – Walkthrough 11:05  
Group 1B – Walkthrough 11:15  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*

Group 2A – Walkthrough 1:30  
Group 2B – Walkthrough 1:40  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*

Group 3A – Walkthrough 2:50  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*

**Ring 5 – Kimberly Hazelet – Championship Excellent**  
**Championship Excellent**  
Group 2A – Walkthrough 8:30  
Group 2B – Walkthrough 8:40  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*  
8", 12", 16”

Group 3A – Walkthrough 9:55  
Group 3B – Walkthrough 10:05  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*  
16”, 4”, 8”

Group 4A – Walkthrough 11:20  
Group 4B – Walkthrough 11:30  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*  
12”, 16”, 8”, 12”, 16”

Group 1A – Walkthrough 1:35  
Group 1B – Walkthrough 1:45  
*Judging to follow these walkthroughs*  
8", 12", 16”, 8”, 16”, 12”, 16”
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Ring 6 – Nancy J. Watson – Championship Advanced
Championship Advanced
Group 3A – Walkthrough 9:00     #858-871
Group 3B – Walkthrough 9:10     #872-885
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (16”, 4”, 8”)
Group 4A – Walkthrough 10:10    #886-899
Group 4B – Walkthrough 10:20    #900-913
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”, 8”, 12”, 16”)
Group 1A – Walkthrough 11:20    #801-813
Group 1B – Walkthrough 11:30    #814-827
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (8”, 12”, 16”, 8”, 16”, 12”, 16”)
Group 2A – Walkthrough 1:45     #828-842
Group 2B – Walkthrough 1:55     #843-857
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (8”, 12”, 16”)

Ring 7 – Barbara Wedekind Selton – Championship Master; followed by Master
Championship Master
Group 1A – Walkthrough 8:00     #801-813
Group 1B – Walkthrough 8:10     #814-827
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (8”, 12”, 16”, 8”, 16”, 12”, 16”)
Group 2A – Walkthrough 9:35     #828-842
Group 2B – Walkthrough 9:45     #843-857
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (8”, 12”, 16”)
Group 3A – Walkthrough 11:00    #858-871
Group 3B – Walkthrough 11:10    #872-885
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (16”, 4”, 8”)
Group 4A – Walkthrough 1:40     #886-899
Group 4B – Walkthrough 1:50     #900-913
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”, 8”, 12”, 16”)

Master
Group 1A – Walkthrough 3:00     #701-711
Group 1B – Walkthrough 3:10     #712-722
Judging to follow these walkthroughs (12”, 16”, 4”, 8”, 12”, 16”)
Ring 8 – Brenda Crim-Critelli – Intermediate; followed by Advanced

Intermediate

Group 1A – Walkthrough 8:15 #401-415
Group 1B – Walkthrough 8:25 #416-429
  *Judging to follow these walkthroughs*
Group 2A – Walkthrough 9:35 #430-444
Group 2B – Walkthrough 9:45 #445-460
  *Judging to follow these walkthroughs*
Group 3A – Walkthrough 11:00 #461-475
  *Judging to follow these walkthroughs*

Advanced

Group 1A – Walkthrough 11:30 #501-514
Group 1B – Walkthrough 11:40 #515-528
  *Judging to follow these walkthroughs* (12”, 16”, 12”, 16”)
Group 2A – Walkthrough 2:00 #529-543
Group 2B – Walkthrough 2:10 #544-557
  *Judging to follow these walkthroughs* (4”, 8”, 12”, 16”, 4”, 8”)